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Rowan University
● Carnegie Classifications (R3: 2017; R2: 2018)
● Rapidly growing enrollment (3,550 increase in 3 years)
● FTE Fall 2019 = over 17,000
● 176 new tenure track faculty hired in five years,
initiative to hire 100 more in next five
● Pandemic highlights need for critical source evaluation
& online learning

Online Toolkit: Evaluating Online Sources

https://libguides.rowan.edu/
EvaluatingOnlineSources

Tutorial: Evaluating Online Sources through LR
https://libguides.rowan.edu/t
utorial-evaluatingonlinesourc
es1

Scaffolded Instruction
● Scaffolding: Designing learning experiences that help
students continually strengthen their understandings and
abilities through the use or removal of learning supports
● Scaffolding principles:
○
○
○
○

Drawing from and building on prior learning
Modeling processes with examples
Ongoing opportunities for student practice and reflection, coupled
with instructor feedback
Engaging with material at increasing levels of complexity

Our Tutorial Findings
● First year business students (n=141)
● Notable increase in use of lateral reading after
completing tutorial
● When engaging with lateral reading, varying degrees of
“surface” and “depth” analysis
● Common use of ineffective evaluation strategies
● Need for continued practice and guidance with critical
source analysis

Pre-Test: Challenges Distinguishing a
Reputable Source from a Hate Site
Please briefly evaluate the credibility of the following two sources.
Then rate each source's credibility on a scale of 1-4 (with 1 being
the not all credible and 4 highly credible). Please briefly describe
your process of evaluating the sources.

Final Activity: Evaluating Minimumwage.com
Based on a scale of 1 (not at all credible) to 4 (highly credible),
how trustworthy is Minimumwage.com? Explain your reasoning.
How did you decide how trustworthy MinimumWage.com is?
What evidence supports your assessment?

Next Steps
● Further analysis of data
● Developing two follow-up tutorials
○ 2: Lateral Reading + Critical Source Analysis
○ 3: Perspective & Bias

● Continued outreach to faculty and librarians to
adopt our tutorials
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